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1. Introduction 
Let f(z) be a function, holomorphic at z = 0. Corresponding to f(z) we then have 
_ a power series expansion L(f) = XTzOc,zk, 
- a Pad6 table {[m/n]}~,n=o, where 
[m/n] = En,n(zh’Qm,n(z)~ Pm,, E flrn, Qm,, E flI,, 
with 
(W 
P,,,(z) - Q,,,(Z) 4f) = : 4zm+n+k, 
k=l 
0.2) 
(Here II, denotes the class of polynomials of degree G k.) 
- a C-fraction expansion q, + K:zl(a,zan/l), a,, E C\(O), (Y,, E N and NE N u (0, co}, 
where 
L c0 + .Ii, (anza’)i/l) -f 1 = fJ enzT(k)+n, 
i 
k+l 
T(k) = c a, for k -c N. (1.3) 
n=O n=l 
We say that a Pad6 approximant [m/n] is normal iff Pm,n(z)/Qm,n(z) is irreducible and 
deg p?il,, = m, deg Q,,, = n. The Pad6 table is normal iff all its entries are normal. We say that a 
C-fraction is regular iff all (Y,, = 1 and N = 00. It is well known that the Pad& table is normal if 
and only if 
FT(Z) = f(z) - c CkZk z-T 
( 
T-l 
1 
(1.4 
k=O 
and 
T-l 
Cck,zk = L(l/f), (1.5) 
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have regular C-fraction expansions d, + K(d,z/l), d, Z 0 for all T E N u (0). (See for instance 
[22, p.3801 and use the fact that if ([m/n]) is the Pad& table for f(z) with f(0) # 0, then 
(l/[ m/n])’ is the PadC table for l/f(z).) 
In Section 2 we shall give a survey on some existing criteria for f(z) to have a regular 
C-fraction expansion c0 + K( a,z/l). In Section 3 we prove a criterion based on nearness of 
functions. In Section 4 we tie the connection to the PadC table. We shall use the notation as 
introduced here. 
2. Regular C-fraction expansions 
(General) C-fractions were introduced by Leighton and Scott in 1939 [12]. They proved that to 
a given (formal) power series 
00 
k=O 
there corresponds a unique C-fraction (with the convention that if a, = 0 and uk # 0 for 
1 < k < n, then N := II - 1). They also proved that the C-fraction terminates if and only if it 
corresponds to a rational function with no pole at z = 0. Regular C-fractions with positive 
elements a,, however, had already been studied extensively by Stieltjes [16-181. They are called 
Stieltjes fractions or S-fractions for short, and most of the criteria so far determine when a given 
power series has a corresponding S-fraction, such as the following due to Stieltjes [18]. 
Theorem 2.1. The power series 
I= f (-l)%,Zk 
k=O 
has a corresponding S-fraction iff there exists a bounded, nondecreasing function \E : [0, 00) -+ [w 
with infinitely many points of increase, such that 
CC 
Ck = 
$ 
tk d9(t) fork=O, 1, 2, . . . . (2.1) 
0 
Remarks. 
1. Equation (2.1) implies that all ck > 0. A series having a corresponding S-fraction is called a 
Stieltjes series. 
2. The function \E is a solution of the Stieltjes moment problem; i.e., the moment problem on 
[0, cc), with respect to { ck}. 
3. If I= L(f) for a function f(z) holomorphic at z = 0, then (2.1) holds iff 
fCz) =/,“Z. (2.2) 
Such functions are called Stieltjes functions. 
4. There exist several characterizations of Stieltjes functions (see for instance [23, Chapter 81) 
such as: f(z) is a Stieltjes function iff 
2k-1 
f(z) 20 and (-l)“-’ (z”f (z)> 20, k=1,2,3, .._ andO<z<cc. 
(2.3) 
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5. An S-fraction may converge or diverge. If it converges for one value of z E D = @ \( - 00, 01, 
then it converges locally uniformly in D. (If the S-fraction diverges in D, then its even and 
odd parts still converge locally uniformly in 0.) The S-fraction converges iff the Stieltjes 
moment problem with respect to { ck} only has one, unique solution. This was all proved by 
Stieltjes [18]. 
6. If 1 is a Stieltjes series, then its S-fraction expansion converges if 
00 
c CL 1/2k = o. > [2; 22, p.3301. 
k=l 
7. With z = l/w, the S-fraction c0 + K( a,z/l) can be written 
C I alI I a21 a,l a41 a,l -+---+-+++ . . . . 
O lw II Iw I1 Iw 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Such S-fractions are often used to sum (divergent) asymptotic series Z(l/w). (See for 
instance [lo, Theorem 9.101.) If (2.5) converges in a neighborhood of w = cc, then the 
moment problem has a unique solution and 
F(w)=wJo”g-l(;) asw+cc. (2.6) 
We shall also mention two special cases of Theorem 2.1. The first one is due to Hausdorff [5] 
and Wall [20,21]. 
Theorem 2.2. The following statements are equivalent. 
A. The power series 
00 
I= c (-l)kckzk 
k=O 
has a corresponding C-fraction of the form 
%I ; (l-&JglzI + (1-gl)g2zI + .. . ) ()Ggn,(l, co>o. 
I1 I1 I1 (2.7) 
B. { ck } iS a totally monotone sequence of positive numbers. 
C. There exists a bounded, nondecreasing function 9 : [O,l] + R such that 
ck= 
J 
*tk d*(t) fork=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
0 
(2.8) 
Remarks. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
{ ck} is said to be totah’y monotone if dnck > 0 for all k and n E IV U {0}, where A”ck = ck 
and d”ck = bnvlCk - An-‘cktl. 
Continued fractions of the form (2.7) are called g-fractions. They are a special kind of 
S-fractions, and thus regular C-fractions, if they are infinite. 
The function * is called a solution of the moment problem on [OJ] with respect to { ck}. If 
\k has infinitely many points of increase, then the g-fraction is infinite. 
The moment problem on a finite interval always has a unique solution if any at all 
(Markov’s theorem [14, p.199]), and (2.7) converges locally uniformly in D, = @ \ [ - l,O] to 
the function 
f(z)=il++l, Z=L(f). (2.9) 
202 
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There are several characterizations of functions (2.9). For instance, f satisfies (2.9) iff the 
function G(z) = d= f(z) has the following three properties in @ \( - co, - 11: (i) G is 
analytic, (ii) Re G(z) > 0 and (iii) G(z) E [w if z E Iw [21]. This again holds iff 
(2.10) 
where Y@ : [O,l] + [w is bounded and nondecreasing [22, p.2781. 
The second result is due to Schoenberg [15], Arms, Edrei [3,1] and Gragg [4]. 
Theorem 2.3. The function f(z), holomorphic at z = 0, can be written 
f(z) = co eyZ /,fil('+P,r)~ CO>O, Y>O, aj>,0, pj>-O, (2.11) 
m where IL= (a.+fi) < 
J1 J J 
L(f) = $ (-l)“C,Zk, 
k=O 
where { ck } is totally positive. The function (2.11) has an S-fraction expansion (or a “finite 
S-fraction ” if f is rational) converging locally uniformly in @ to f(z). 
Remarks. 
1. { ck } is totally positive iff 
c* cm-1 ... Cm-,+I 
C m+1 Cm *.* Cm-n+2 
C = m,n 
C m+n-1 C m+n-2 **. Cm 
where ck = 0 if k < 0. 
F (-l)%,zk 
k=O 
is then called a Polya frequency series. 
>O forall m, nE {0,1,2, . ..}. (2.12) 
2. The equivalence between Polya frequency series and functions (2.11) was conjectured by 
Schoenberg [15] and proved by Edrei [3]. (See for instance [ll].) That Polya frequency series 
are Stieltjes series was proved by Gragg [4]. The convergence of the S-fraction was proved by 
Arms and Edrei [l]. 
When it comes to criteria for a given power series to have a corresponding regular C-fraction 
with complex elements, the results are sparse. Of course, in the process of expanding a power 
series into a regular C-fraction one soon finds the following result. 
Theorem 2.4. The power series 
CC 
1= c CkZk 
k=O 
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has a corresponding regular C-fraction iff Hi”H,$*’ # 0 for all k E N, where Hi”’ are Hankel 
determinants given by 
c, c n+l ... ‘n+k-1 
c n+l C n+2 ... c 
f$” = . 
n+k 
c n+k-1 ‘,+k **’ %+2k-2 
This was known to Heilermann already in 1845 [6,7]. For a more extensive bibliography, see 
Perron’s valuable textbook [14, p.1201. Unfortunately this condition is hard to check for all k in 
general. 
A very interesting result was presented by Lubinsky in 1985 [13, Theorem 21. 
Theorem 2.5. Let f(z) = CySO J a .zi be an entire function with all aj # 0. Further assume that 
aj-la,+, I I a; <pi forj=l,2,3 ,..., 
where p0 = 0.4559.. . is the positive root of the equation 
00 
2 c pj2=l. 
j=l 
Then: (i) the Pad& table off is normal; 
(ii) the regular C-f raction expansion off converges locally uniformly to f in Q=. 
(Lubinsky proved even more: ([m/n,])~=o converges locally uniformly to f in C for every 
sequence {n,} of nonnegative integers. If in addition lim n,pim = 0, then P,,,, and Q,,,,, 
converge locally uniformly in Q= to f and 1 respectively. This is in particular true for the mam 
diagonal sequence. That is, the regular C-fraction expansion of f converges separately, in the 
sense that its approximants A,,( z)/B,( z) satisfy lim A, = f, lim B, = 1 locally uniformly in @.) 
In addition to this, however, and to the known regular C-fraction expansions of certain special 
functions (see for instance [lo, p.198-2191 and [22, p.335-376]), nothing more was known, at 
least not to the authors. 
3. A criterion based on nearness 
In [9] was proved a result of the type: Let f(z) be a function “sufficiently close” to the 
function i(dm + l), which has the regular C-fraction expansion 1 + K( z/l). Then f(z) has 
a regular C-fraction expansion c0 + K( a,z/l) where a,, + 1. The proof was based on similar 
results known for T-fractions [19]. By applying a more direct proof, we are able to prove a 
2-periodic version: Let f(z) be “sufficiently close” to the function F(z) + az; 
F(z)=:(l+az+bz)(A(z)-1), a, bE@\{O}, (3.1) 
where 
A(Z)= l- 
d 
4abz* 
(1 + az + bz)* ’ 
Re A(Z) 2 0. 
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F(z) + az has the regular C-fraction expansion 
az I bz I az I bz I az I -+_+++++-+ . ..* 
II II II II I1 (3 4 
Then f(z) has a regular C-fraction expansion. This is stated in the next theorem. For a = b = 1 
the result contains the one in [9]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let a, b E Q=\(O), F(z) be given by (3.1), and let 
t(z) = iF(z). (3.3) 
Further let R>2{m,0<M<M*=(R2-4labI)/R(R+2(a(), and cp(w) be holomorphic 
and bounded by M for ) w ) < R. Then 
f(z) = (F(z) + az)(l + @(t(z))) (3.4) 
has a regular C-fraction expansion K( a,z/l) where ) a 2n_ 1 - a I < I a I M and ( a 2n - b ( < 
I b I M1 = (2M I ab I)/((1 - M)R). If M < M*, then a2n_1 + a and u2,, + b and K(a,z/l) con- 
verges locally uniformly tof in D= {zEC;A~(Z) EC\(-cc, O]}. 
Proof. Since f(0) = 0, f ‘(0) = a(1 + pO), where pLo = G(O) is bounded by M < 1, it follows that 
f(z) = alz 
1 + f”‘(Z) ’ 
where a, = a(1 + ,LQ,) # 0, f"'(0) = 0. P-5) 
Writing 
f"'(z) = (F(z) +bz)(l+4&(z))), (3.6) 
and using that 
F(z) +az= a’ 
l+F(z)+bz (3.7) 
we find that 
4 ctcz))= 1 t-F(z) +bz PO-~@(Z)) 
1 F(z) + bz 1+ 4Mz)) . 
Substituting w = t(z) we can write this in the form 
w4,(w)= -a PLO- 4(w) 
1+4(w). 
Since ) I$( w) I < M for ) w ) < R, it follows that 
lw 4,(w) I G 21jyl;l for Jw] <R, 
and thus, by Schwarz’ lemma 
2Mlal 
141(w)I< tl_M)R =MI for IwI<R. 
P-8) 
(3.8’) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
LettingM,*=(R2-4]ub])/R(R+2]b]),wehavethat M,~M,*,withequalityiff M=M*, 
so we can repeat the argument for f(l)(z) to get 
a9 I a2z I 
f(z)= (1+ 11+f(2)(Z)’ where a,- - b(1 + ,@) + 0, (3.5’) 
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for pf’ = @r(O), and 
f(2)(~)=(F(z)+az)(l+~2(t(z))), IG2(w)l <M2 for II+7 <R, (3.6’) 
where 
2W Ibl 4Mlabl 
M2= (1-A4,)R = (R-RM-2MjaI)R =SM’ 
and 0 < 6 G 1, with S = 1 iff M = M *. Repeating these arguments again, we find that 
(3.11) 
(3.10’) 
]&4(w)] GM,GSM,GM~~ for ]w] CR, 
and so on. Hence f(z) has a regular C-fraction expansion K( a, z/l) where 
(3.10”) 
a2n+1 = a(1 + j.#“‘), a2n = b(1 + /A$+‘)), !-#‘=/Q, (3.12) 
with I&“‘] <MS”, ]pr’+‘) I G M$“. This proves that f(z) - K(a,z/l). Let 6 < 1. Then 
K(a,z/l) is limit 2-periodic and converges in D [8, Theorem 3.1B]. I.e., K( a,z/l) converges 
locally uniformly in D to f by [lo, Theorem 5.111. 0 
4. Normal Padk tables 
Using the connection between C-fractions and the Pad& table, the following theorem is a 
relatively direct consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 4.1. The Pad& table for a Stieltjes series is normal. 
(See for instance [22, p.3901.) Likewise, from Theorem 2.4 the next theorem follows easily. 
Theorem 4.2. The Pad& table corresponding to the power series 
L= f CkZk 
k=O 
is normal iff Hi”’ #O forallk, n~blU{O}. 
(See for instance [22, p.3991.) From Theorem 3.1 we find the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.3. Let f( z) be as in Theorem 3.1. Then the entries [n/n] and [n f l/n] in the Padt! 
table of 1 + f are normal. Moreover 
lim [n + l/n] = lim [n/n] = 1 + f locally uniform& in D, 
n--too n+cC 
where D is as described in Theorem 3.1. 
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